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Structural damage detection is a challenge but significant part of structural health 
monitoring (SHM), especially in real-time damage detection area. System 
identification is a direct and convenient way to detect the damage by tracking the 
variation of some key structural parameters, such as stiffness. Recursive extended 
Kalman filter (EKF) based on vibration response data has been widely used in system 
estimation with an accurate performance and rapid rate of convergence. But there are 
some limitations in the applications of EKF: one is that to achieve optimal estimation, 
it   is  necessary  to  have  exact  or  “full”  knowledge  of  some  variables  in  EKF,  such  as  
initial state vectors and measurement noise covariance matrix; another one is that 
EKF pales when it comes to the identification of time-varying system.  
 
In   this  master’s   thesis,   a  moving  average   technology  has  been  proposed   to  combine  
with EKF to estimate noise covariance matrix recursively as EKF going forward. 
Instead of conventional constant assumption of this matrix, this combination can track 
the variation of noise level with a moving window, which makes EKF more robust. 
Through two numerical examples, this improved EKF is verified to have the ability to 
track the noise level efficiently and make EKF become robust. Additionally, a variable 
forgetting factor has been proposed as well to overcome the time-varying system 
problem. Using an upper boundary and lower boundary to restrict one variable 
(estimation error covariance matrix) in EKF algorithm  in  this  “band”,  improved  EKF  
is able to track the parametric variations efficiently. By using an abrupt reduction of 
stiffness case and a gradual reduction of stiffness case, this approach is illustrated to 
have a very good tracking performance, even under high measurement noise level and 
limited output data. Finally, the proposed approach is applied to a three-story steel 
shear building model placed on shaking table. The model is subjected to a sudden hit 
by a hammer, causing the sudden damage in the first floor that makes abrupt reduction 
















to track this damage and to be able to evaluate the measurement noise level. The 
structural damage severity and damage occurrence time are identified accurately.  
 
For another limitation of EKF---poor parametric identification of high nonlinear 
character or non-Gaussian uncertainty in system, particle filter (PF) is selected to 
overcome this problem in this thesis. Unlike the Gaussian distribution assumption of 
parameter estimation in EKF, particle filter based on sequential importance sampling 
(SIS)   is   to   estimated   system   state   by   “particles”.   Its   main   advantages   are   the  
estimation of high nonlinear and non-Gaussian distribution in system. In this thesis, 
PF is applied to a single degree of freedom (SDOF) systm with hysteresis Bouc-Wen 
model. And the technology is verified to have a much better ability of identification 
performance than EKF.  
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A.W Smithy 教授等[54, 55]针对扩展卡尔曼滤波对强非线性结构系统不能很好
适用的问题，着眼于对无味卡尔曼滤波
[56, 57]







粒子滤波。基于贝叶斯采样估计的序列重要性采样（Sequential Important Sampling, 
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